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We often say that Values Education is learning about self and wisdom of life in a systematic way through formal education. But why is Values Education important in the Education System?

There is really a need that Education must focus on the round development of a child. It helps in making a person whole in all aspects. It prepares them for their future role.

Values Education develops a well-rounded individual with a strong attitude, behavior and values. Values-based education - this aims to train students to face the outer world with the proper/right attitude because this is the process of the overall personality development of students. This includes the physical personality aspect, social aspect and spiritual or moral aspects of life. Sometimes, others think that personality is an inborn character of a child and it can never be developed. However this is not true. The personality development trainings and good selection of school, friends and peers can be one of a radical change in the personality of a child. Values-based education is essential to develop individual and can be of lifelong help in many ways:

I have researched sources and encouraging guides for reliable and effective Values Education and came up with system in the curriculum:

1. It gives a very positive direction to students to develop or shape their future and finally know the purpose of life. Values education develops a very positive view of life in the minds of the students.
2. It teaches them the best way to live which are beneficial as well as the people around them. The students develop a harmonious relationship between family and friends.

3. Values education helps students become more sensible and responsible. Instilling the sense of responsibility and accountability to whatsoever things they do. It guides them to understand the perspective of life better that leads them to a successful and responsible citizen.

Values Education therefore, is definitely important in one’s life. A well-rounded individual with strong values can bring one to the top of his/her dreams. It leads them to the right and bright path and gives chance to have a wonderful life.
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